
 

 



 

 



  

  

 

Hunt ID:NM-MDeer-S5UFMTNER-H7JITAI-OD8YC 

New Mexico Mule deer hunt. Make yourself at home while you hunt 38 sections or 26,000 acres in 

search of the buck that you want in unit 37. This hunt is a guided hunt with meals and lodging. The 

lodging will be in wall tents, unless the bunk houses are open, then you will stay in there. In New Mexico 

the Mule Deer is the king of this ranch. The ranch only takes a total of about 3 hunters per year so you 

will never see another hunter unless you ate breakfast with him. 

It is a 5 day season in October and the New Mexico heat is turning down slowly leaving the area around 

Fort Stockton very enjoyable to be out in enjoying what you enjoy best, hunting the Mule Deer.  If you 

have ever hunted in the middle of nowhere than you have returned to hunt it again when you arrive at 

this huge sprawling ranch. 



The deer herd is in mixed habitat and terrain depending on rain available water sources and the season 

of course. Most of the hunting is drive, park on a high spot and glass looking for antlers or the silhouette 

of a back of the deer making a horizontal line in an otherwise vertical line world of mesquite, sage and 

other low lever brush. 

Once a buck is spotted it is time to take out the spotting scope, turn up the amplification and see what 

the buck scores on the hoof.  Your guide is very seasoned and is able to provide you a very accurate 

estimate of what your buck is going to score. When he meets your need s then the stalk takes part as 

you slowly slip out of the truck staying love and out of view. With your guide leading the way through 

the thick mesquite to an area that you decided would be within range with a view of your buck, you look 

for a place you can stay low, get a clear shot. As you can see you make the call, stalk or pass at that point 

until you wrap your license around a good one. 

At night it is tent camp with the southern New Mexico Weather a treat to have wrapped around you. If 

available there are bunk houses but availability is a random issue so plan on tent with cots type lodging 

and meals to keep you going each day. 

This property has never been hunted commercially which provides a wild mystery in the size of the 

bucks that occupy it and call it home. On a personal basis a 140-160 inch buck is very realistic. To say 

that is as big as they get on 23,000 acres in the middle of nowhere would be a lie on my part and I don’t 

want to go there. To improve your odds do your part so that when the guide does his and says he is too 

far out I can get a score on him but he is huge, be able to make the shot at that distance work, that part 

is your responsibility, the guide has two things he can’t do, 1 is pull the trigger for you and the other is to 

do your call to nature for you. 

The ability to keep constant quality animals that allow us to provide a consistent average size base is 

possible due to game management. We take no more than 4 total deer off the property per year and 

usually it is just 3 hunts, and 3 animals. 

The hunts are geared toward a Low Impact hunt with no to minimal steep climbing and the majority of 

the time it consists of driving and glassing from in and outside the 4 wheel drive vehicle. The time of the 

day dictates the locations were we spend our time during the mornings, mid-days and Evenings. Food, 

water and bedding areas are the key spots that we monitor the area for bucks each day. 

 

The hunts take pace in October for a 5 day span. They are priced at $6000 but have been reduced down 

$2100 to only $3995 for this year only. One of the 3 slots has been quickly filled leaving the opportunity 

of a single hunter or two buddies hunting together to take the last two of the seats. 

 

 

 



Mike Lollar - Broker  

Web = http://www.SportsmansLogistics.com 

eMail = GetBetter@SportsmansLogistics.com 

15596 W. County Rd. 18E 

Loveland, CO 80537 

970-593-0267 

We accept 

  Or ask us about our “Hunt Now, Pay Later Program” valid for all 

hunters booking our hunts you just need credit approval. We realize the hunt of 

your dreams will not be a reality because you will never be in better physical 

condition than you are today. Instead of planning the hunt when you can afford it, 

hunt now while you are physically able. This program is a must for a hunter filling 

his bucket list!  

 

http://www.sportsmanslogistics.com/

